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Abstract. Player immersion is the holy grail of computer game designers particularly in environments such as those found in firstperson shooters. However, little is understood about the processes of immersion and much is assumed. This is certainly the case
with sound and its immersive potential. Some theoretical work explores this sonic relationship but little experimental data exist to
either confirm or invalidate existing theories and assumptions.
This paper summarizes and reports on the results of a preliminary psychophysiological experiment to measure human arousal and
valence in the context of sound and immersion in first-person shooter computer games. It is conducted in the context of a larger set of
psychophysiological investigations assessing the nature of the player experience and is the first in a series of systematic experiments
investigating the player's relationship to sound in the genre. In addition to answering questionnaires, participants were required to
play a bespoke Half-Life 2 level whilst being measured with electroencephalography, electrocardiography, electromyography,
galvanic skin response and eye tracking equipment. We hypothesize that subjective responses correlated with objective
measurements provide a more accurate assessment of the player's physical arousal and emotional valence and that changes in these
factors may be mapped to subjective states of immersion in first-person shooter computer games.

Introduction

suggests that immersion is a participatory activity [9] and
McMahan provides three conditions for immersion: “[T]he
user’s expectations of the game or environment must match the
environment’s conventions fairly closely […] the user’s actions
must have a non-trivial impact on the environment [and] the
conventions of the world must be consistent”. [5] For
McMahan, two factors influencing immersion are the level of
social realism and the level of perceptual realism. Garcia claims
that “[i]n the most immersing environments reminders of the
structural level of the game are gone” [10] while Carr provides
two categories of immersion: perceptual (when the participant’s
senses are monopolized by the experience) and psychological
(an imaginative or mental absorption through which the
participant becomes engrossed in the experience). [11]

An increasing amount of research in games studies and games
technology deals with presence in virtual environments and, of
more interest for the purposes of our research, player immersion
in digital game worlds. Player immersion may be said to be the
holy grail of digital game design particularly in the types of
game environment found in the First-Person Shooter (FPS)
genre. This type of game is typically exemplified by the run ‘n’
gun sub-genre (games such as the Doom, [1] Quake [2] and
Half-Life [3] series – even though the latter has an unusually
strong focus on narrative) which is visually characterized by a
hand or pair of hands holding a weapon on screen and
conceptually characterized as ‘the hunter and the hunted’. The
intention is that the player identifies with the game character
whose hands, the player’s virtual prostheses, are seen receding
into the game environment. [4] This identification with the
character, and the use of hands only, provides a first-person
perspective with which it is proposed that, visually, player
immersion in the game world derives from the player
‘becoming’ the game character, in the sense of the player having
the experience of acting ‘within’ the game world. This sense of
immersion is strengthened further through the player’s actions
having a non-trivial effect on the environment and game play.
[5] For example, operating the game interface (the computer
mouse or keyboard, for instance) may cause the image on the
screen to change: the weapon may recoil and flash or an onscreen animation indicates the weapon reloading. The player
perceives movement through the 3-dimensional world of the
game because visual artifacts rotate, magnify and diminish or
appear and disappear on the screen.

In the context of this paper, other work mentions or focuses
upon the role of sound in facilitating player immersion in the
game world. Laurel makes the case that the “[t]ight linkage
between visual, kinaesthetic, and auditory modalities” is key to
the sense of immersion. [12] Jørgensen believes that players are
immersed in an auditory world through the use of realistic audio
samples [13] while Murphy and Pitt make similar claims for
spatial sound. [14] Autopoiesis and acoustic ecologies have
been used to model player immersion through sound in FPS
games [4] and Grimshaw and Schott provide a range of
conceptual tools with which to analyze the immersive functions
of game sound. [15] Some authors make a distinction between
modes of immersion, particularly where immersion is enabled
through the spatial qualities of the sound: Stockburger implies
that the player is physically immersed in the game sound [16]
and this is amplified and explicitly stated by Grimshaw. [17]
This physical sonic immersion has also been observed for film
audiences and the concept transferred to the design of sound for
FPS games and simulators. [18]

There are a variety of definitions of immersion in computer
games. Kearney and Pivec claim that immersion provides the
motivation or flow required for the player to be repeatedly
engaged with the game [6] while Ermi and Mäyrä, paraphrasing
Pine and Gilmore, [7] state that “immersion means becoming
physically or virtually a part of the experience itself”. They also
distinguish between different forms of immersion: sensory,
imaginative and challenge-based immersion. [8]
Murray

Most of the work cited above is theoretical and, where authors
describe the immersive potential of sound in computer games,
there is the assumption that sounds, more sounds, realistic
sounds, spatial sounds all inexorably and incontrovertibly equate
to greater player immersion. This may well be the case but the
assumption lacks thorough evidence to support the various
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concepts of immersion outlined above. Attempts to provide
evidence include Jørgensen, who uses player surveys, [13] and
Shilling, Zyda and Wardynski. [18] The latter paper is of
particular interest to this work because it not only explores the
use of sound in an FPS game/simulation (America’s Army [19])
but it also attempts to objectively measure the player’s
emotional arousal through the use of temperature, electrodermal
response and heart-rate measurements. However, although the
authors state that “emotional arousal has a positive impact on
[the] sense of immersion in virtual environments” and that the
precise conjunction of a sound and an action seen on the screen
is “crucial for immersing the player”, the paper is a description
of their attempts to introduce, and amplify, emotion within the
game environment through sound rather than an attempt to
effect and measure immersion. The link between emotional
arousal and immersion is assumed and so the relationship
between sound and player immersion remains undefined in
objective terms.

Arousal is commonly measured using galvanic skin response
(GSR), also known as skin conductance. [23] The conductance
of the skin is directly related to the production of sweat in the
eccrine sweat glands, which is entirely controlled by the human
sympathetic nervous system. Increased sweat gland activity is
thus directly related to electrical skin conductance. Hence,
measuring both GSR and EMG provides sufficient data to
provide an interpretation of the emotional state of a game player
in real time, according to a phasic emotional model.
This paper describes and analyzes the results of a preliminary
experiment that investigates the role of sound in enabling player
immersion in the FPS game Half-Life 2. [24] The investigation
is designed to provide both subjective responses (through the
use of questionnaires) and objective measurements (through the
use of electromyography (EMG), galvanic skin response (GSR),
electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiography (ECG) and
eye tracking equipment). The overall aim of the experiment is
to find external (that is, objective) measures that may be reliably
correlated with subjective experiences assessed via
questionnaires in order to provide more detailed descriptions of
the emotional experience of game players during gameplay, both
in the degree of emotions experienced and in the timescale of
emotional changes and modulations. It is further hoped that this
method may lead to real-time measures for states of immersion
of players playing first-person shooter computer games. Finally,
correlating discriminations within psychophysiological data with
different categories of immersion can provide at least one
method for validating those categorizations. The experiment is
preliminary since the psychophysiological characterization of
states of immersion is not yet well developed.

Emotions are a central part of the game experience, motivating
the conscious cognitive judgments and decisions made during
gameplay. Psychophysiological investigations suggest that at
least some emotional states may be quantitatively characterized
via physiological measurements. Specific types of measurement
of different physiological responses (such as GSR, EMG, ECG
and EEG, as described below) are not by themselves reliable
indicators of well-characterized feelings; [20, 21] a de rigueur
cross-correlation of all measurements is crucial to identify the
emotional meaning of different patterns in the responses.
Moreover, the often described many-to-one relation between
psychological processing and physiological response [20] allows
for psychophysiological measures to be linked to a number of
psychological structures (for example, attention, emotion,
information processing). Using a response profile for a set of
physiological variables enables researchers to go into more
detail with their analysis and allows a better correlation of
response profile and psychological event. [21] The crucial issue
here is the correlation of patterns of measurement characteristics
for a set of different measures with subjective characterizations
of experience such as emotion and feelings (for example, the
feeling of immersion in gameplay).

The study further aims to provide a psychophysiologically-based
answer to the assumption that sound plays a role in enabling the
immersion of the player in the FPS game world. If the results of
the experiment provide a positive answer, that sound does
indeed play this role, it is envisaged that future experiments,
using a similar methodology, will be designed to investigate
more specific questions about the relationship between the
player and sound in FPS games.
The experiment was conducted in May 2008 in the Game and
Media Arts Laboratory at Blekinge Institute of Technology
(BTH) in Sweden. The investigation of sound formed part of a
larger psychophysiological investigation into the nature of the
player experience in computer games. This paper is also limited
to the analysis of GSR, EMG and questionnaire data. Further
analysis taking into account the other data types is ongoing.

Facial electromyography (EMG) is a direct measure of electrical
activity involved in facial muscle contractions; EMG provides
information on emotional expression via facial muscle activation
(even though a facial expression may not be visually observable)
and can be considered as a useful external measure for hedonic
valence (that is, degree of pleasure/displeasure). [22] Positive
emotions are indexed by high activity at the zygomaticus major
(cheek muscle) and orbicularis oculi (periocular muscle)
regions. In contrast to this, negative emotions are associated
with high activity at the corrugator supercilii (brow muscle)
regions. This makes facial EMG suitable for mapping emotions
to the valence dimension in the two-dimensional space
described in Lang’s dimensional theory of emotion. [22] This
dimension reflects the degree of pleasantness of an affective
experience. The other dimension, the arousal dimension, depicts
the activation level linked to an emotionally affective experience
ranging from calmness to extreme excitement. In this kind of
dimensional theory of emotion, emotional categories found in
everyday language (for example, happiness, joy, depression,
anger) are interpreted as correlating with different ratios of
valence and arousal, hence being mappable within a space
defined by orthogonal axes representing degrees of valence and
arousal, respectively. For example, depression may be
represented by low valence and low arousal, while joy may be
represented by high valence and high arousal.

Method
Subjects played a Half-Life 2 game mod especially designed for
a short immersive playing time of maximum 10 minutes. The
game mod was played four times with different sound
modalities and physiological responses were measured together
with questionnaires (assessing subjective responses) for each
modality.
2.1 Design
The game sessions were played under four different conditions,
corresponding to the permutations of the independent variable
(sound modality): playing with diegetic game sounds (normal
sounds), playing with speakers completely turned off (no
sounds, no music), playing with diegetic game sounds and an
additional music loop (sounds and music), and playing with
diegetic game sounds turned off and hearing only the music loop
(only music). Participants played under each condition in a
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2.3 Apparatus
Facial EMG. We recorded the activity from left orbicularis
oculi, corrugator supercilii, and zygomaticus major muscle
regions, as recommended by Fridlund and Cacioppo, [26] using
BioSemi flat-type active electrodes (11mm width, 17mm length,
4.5mm height) electrodes with sintered Ag-AgCl (silver/silver
chloride) electrode pellets having a contact area 4 mm in
diameter. The electrodes were filled with low impedance highly
conductive Signa electrode gel (Parker Laboratories, Inc.). The
raw EMG signal was recorded with the ActiveTwo AD-box at a
sample rate of 2 kHz and using ActiView acquisition software.

shifting order to eliminate repeated-measures effects (using a
Latin Squares design). Physiological responses (as indicators of
valence and arousal) were recorded for each session as well as
questionnaire answers. Questionnaire item order was
randomized for each participant using the open-source software
LimeSurvey. [25]
2.2 Participants
Data were recorded from 36 students and employees, recruited
from the three BTH University campuses and their age ranged
between 18 and 41 (M = 24, SD = 4.89). 19.4% of all
participants were female. When asked how frequently they play
digital games, 50% answered that they play games every day,
22.2% play weekly, 22.2% play occasionally and only 5.6%
play rarely or never. However, it should be noted that 62.1% of
all the males play on a daily basis and 20.7% play weekly. In
contrast to that, most of the females enjoyed playing only on an
occasional (57.1% of all females) or weekly (28.6%) basis.

Galvanic skin response (GSR). The impedance of the skin was
measured using two passive Ag-AgCl (silver/silver chloride)
Nihon Kohden electrodes (1 microamp, 512 Hz). The electrode
pellets were filled with TD-246 skin conductance electrode
paste (Med. Assoc. Inc.) and attached to the thenar and
hypothenar eminences of the participant’s left hand.

Out of all participants, 47.2 % considered themselves casual
gamers, 38.9% said that they belong to the hardcore gamer
demographic and 13.9% could not identify themselves with any
of those. Nevertheless, no female participant considered herself
to be a hardcore gamer and 71.4% of all females said they were
casual gamers. Male gamers were more evenly distributed
among hardcore (48.3%) and casual (41.4%) gamers: the larger
percentage of males considering themselves hardcore players.

Video recording. A Sony DCR-SR72E video camera
(handycam) PAL was put on a tripod and positioned
approximately 50 cm behind and slightly over the right shoulder
of the player for observation of player movement and in-game
activity. In addition, the video recordings served as a validation
tool when psychophysiological data were visually inspected for
artifacts and recording errors.
Game experience survey. Different components of game
experience were measured using the game experience
questionnaire (GEQ). [27] As shown in a previous study by
Nacke and Lindley, [28] the GEQ components can assess
experiential constructs of immersion, tension, competence, flow,
negative affect, positive affect and challenge with apparently
good reliability.

91.7% of the participants were right-handed and 50% were
wearing glasses or contact lenses. 94.4% believed they had full
hearing capacity (5.6% stated explicitly that they lack full
hearing capacity). 69.4% had a preference for playing with a
music track on. 44.4% preferred playing with surround sound
speakers, while 33.3% opted for playing with stereo
headphones. 11.1% liked playing with stereo speakers and the
final 11.1% preferred surround sound headphones. 33.3%
played an instrument. 13.8% played the piano or keyboard and
8.3% played the guitar. 41.7% saw themselves as hobby
musicians – some people worked with sound recording and
programming but did not play instruments.

Sound immersion. Subjective player experience of sound
immersion was measured using our own additional
questionnaire items rated on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (for
example, not immersive) to 5 (for example, extremely
immersive) for sessions where sound was audible. Specific
sound questions included the following:

66.7% of participants were enrolled as University students.
16.7% already had a Bachelor’s degree and 13.9% had a
Master’s degree. 61.1% of the participants had already played
the digital game Half-Life 2 before, 30.6% played it between 10
and 40 hours and 58.3% played it on a PC, leaving only one
participant who played it on an Xbox 360.

•
•

To estimate preconceptions of sound immersion, participants
were also asked how important they considered sounds, in
general, for first-person shooters (FPS). The results were rated
on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (not important) to 5 (very
important). 55.6% claimed that sound was very important and
36.1% said it to be important. The term “immersive”, which was
also part of the questionnaire items assessing sound immersion,
was explained to participants beforehand as “the feeling of being
encapsulated inside the game world and not feeling in front of a
monitor anymore”. This was so phrased for reasons of lay
intelligibility and deemed to be a synthesis of previous
definitions of game immersion noted above, particularly those of
Ermi and Mäyrä, Garcia and Carr. This is suitable for
investigating whether immersion in a very general sense may be
distinguishable in psychophysiological measurement features; if
so, ongoing experiments may address the psychophysiological
detection of finer distinctions within the broad category of
immersion.

•
•
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How important are sounds in general for you in FPS
games?
Diegetic Sounds:
How immersive were the following?
•
Background sounds
•
Sounds of opponents
•
Sounds that you produced yourself (playerproduced sounds)
How important was the sound for you in the level you
just played?
No Sound, No Music:
How much did it bother you to play without sound?
Nondiegetic Music Only:
Did you miss the sound effects in this level? (Yes/No)

all modalities, participants were thanked for their participation
and paid a small participation fee before they were escorted out
of the lab.
2.5 Reduction and Analysis of Data
Recorded psychophysiological data were visually inspected
using BESA (MEGIS Software GmbH, Germany) and EMG
data were also filtered using a Low Cutoff Filter (30 Hz, Type:
forward, Slope: 6 dB/oct) and a High Cutoff Filter (400 Hz,
Type: zero phase, Slope: 48dB/oct). If data remained noisy, they
were excluded from further analysis. EMG data were rectified
and exported together with GSR data at a sampling interval of
0.49 ms to SPSS for further analysis.
Mean values for physiological responses were calculated for
epochs of complete session times (varying between five and 10
minutes). Psychophysiological data were corrected for errors
using log and ln transformations. After histogram inspection,
data was assumed to be close to a normal distribution (without
elimination of single outliers). Means were calculated for items
of each of the seven GEQ questionnaire components
(immersion, tension, competence, flow, negative affect, positive
affect, and challenge).

Figure 1: The eye-tracking screen, EMG sensors and
electroencephalography array
Other apparatus used, but not included in this analysis (the data
will form the subject of a future paper), were a Biosemi 32channel EEG system and a Tobii 1750 eye tracker (cf. Figure 1).
2.4 Procedure
We conducted all experiments on weekdays in the time from
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. with each experimental session lasting
approximately two hours. The experiments were advertized
especially to graduate and undergraduate students. All
participants were invited to the newly established Game and
Media Arts Laboratory at Blekinge Institute of Technology,
Sweden. After a brief description of the experimental procedure,
each participant filled in two forms. The first one was a
compulsory “informed consent” form (with a request not to take
part in the experiment when suffering from epileptic seizures or
game addiction). The next one was an optional photographic
release form. Each participant had to complete an initial
demographic and psychographic assessment questionnaire prior
to the experiment, which was immediately checked for
completeness. Participants were then seated in a comfortable
office chair, which was adjusted according to their individual
height, electrodes were attached and the participant was asked to
rest and focus on a black cross on a grey background on the
monitor. During this resting period of 3-5 minutes, physiological
baseline recordings were taken.

To test statistical significance of the results, one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVAs were conducted in SPSS using sound
modality as the within-subject factor for each of the three EMG
measures (orbicularis oculi, corrugator supercilii, zygomaticus
major), the galvanic skin response (GSR) and all GEQ
components.

Results
For each sound modality, the participants were asked a few
assessment questions. This included 5-point scale ratings for the
immersiveness of sounds (5 = most immersive) after they played
the level with diegetic game sounds only. The background
sounds were rated just below the median value (M = 2.97, SD =
1.03) and opponent-produced sounds were rated higher (M =
3.81, SD = 1.06) than player-produced sounds (M = 3.14, SD =
1.44).1 The presence of sounds in this level was rated very
important (M = 4.17, SD = 1.03). After playing without any
sounds or music, most participants also claimed that it bothered
them a lot (M = 4.06, SD = 1.19). For the “music only”
modality, it was noted as well that 75% of the participants
missed the sound effects.

Next, participants were seated in front of a high-end gaming
computer, which used a 5.1 surround sound system for playback
(Half-Life 2 sound quality settings on ‘high’), and were
encouraged to get acquainted with the game controls for two
minutes (using a non-stimulus game level) if they did not
indicate a priori FPS experience. The participants played the
same Half-Life 2 game level four times for 10 minutes (or until
completed) in a counter-balanced order to eliminate repeatedmeasures effects. As this was a preliminary experiment designed
to produce broad subjective answers and objective
measurements from which future, more refined experiments can
be designed, the following broad sound on/off modalities were
chosen:
1.
2.
3.
4.

GEQ
component

Sound &
Music

Diegetic
Sound
Only*

Nondiegetic
Music Only

No Sound
or Music

Immersion
Tension
Competence
Flow
Negative
affect
Positive affect
Challenge

1.53 (1.08)
0.97 (1.12)
2.18 (1.21)
2.10 (1.28)
0.86 (0.86)

1.51 (1.01)
1.41 (0.81)
2.24 (0.93)
2.37 (0.94)
1.06 (0.62)

1.13 (0.95)
1.94 (1.13)
1.88 (1.10)
1.72 (1.32)
1.63 (1.02)

0.85 (0.79)
1.57 (1.14)
1.57 (1.06)
1.50 (1.12)
1.71 (1.10)

2.06 (1.11)
2.18 (1.08)

2.16 (0.93)
2.19 (0.69)

1.61 (0.93)
1.96 (0.85)

1.49 (1.00)
1.60 (0.81)

Table 1: Means (and standard deviations) of the GEQ
components for the four test sound modalities2

the level with all diegetic sounds and nondiegetic
music audible
the level with just diegetic sounds audible
the level with just nondiegetic music audible
the level with no sound or music audible

Table 1 shows a comparison of GEQ mean scores. A
comparison of these values shows that regardless of GEQ
components, people gave higher ratings (except for tension and
negative affect) when sound was present. The presence of
1

Potentially supporting the theory of challenge-based immersion. [8]
N = 36, N of items = 2(*5), GEQ scale has values between 0 and 4
(median = 2).

After each modality, participants were asked to report their
subjective experiences using questionnaires. After completion of

2
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(χ2(5) = 25.16, p < .001), corrugator supercilii EMG means
(χ2(5) = 57.65, p < .001), zygomaticus major EMG means
(χ2(5)= 16.43, p = .006) and GSR means (χ2(5)= 52.41, p <
.001). Hence, degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity for EMG means (ε =
.63, ε = .45, and ε = .76) and GSR means (ε = .47).

diegetic sound (whether combined with music or not) also seems
to be an enabling factor of the subjective experience of
challenge and flow — flow especially seems be experienced
more easily with diegetic sounds.
The complete absence of sound seems to negatively influence
the subjective feeling of immersion to a significant degree as it
is the lowest rated item in this modality. With missing auditory
feedback, there is also a decrease in the feeling of competence
among all participants. The combined presence of sound and
music seems to also have a soothing effect on play as ratings for
tension and negative affect are very low under this modality. It
is also the modality that has the highest score for the immersion
item. However, it should be noted that music also seems to be
somewhat distracting from game flow since flow ratings are
higher when music is omitted and only diegetic sounds are
presented.

Nevertheless, neither EMG responses (orbicularis oculi: F(1.90,
53.21) = 0.86, p > .40, corrugator supercilii: F(1.36, 38.02) =
0.66, p > .40, zygomaticus major: F(2.27, 63.58) = 0.61, p >
.40), nor GSR [F(1.40, 39.05) =0.68, p > .40] could achieve
statistical significance for the repeated measures design. The
results of the ANOVA show that tonic measurements of
physiological response from an accumulated game session were
not significantly affected by different sound modalities.

Discussion and Future work

For GEQ components Immersion (χ2(5) = 3.49, p > .50),
Competence (χ2(5) = 10.28, p > .05), Negative Affect (χ2(5) =
5.36, p > .30), and Flow (χ2(5) = 10.12, p > .05), Mauchly’s test
indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been met, but for
the remaining items Tension (χ2(5) = 11.98, p < .05), Positive
Affect (χ2(5) = 11.56, p < .05) and Challenge (χ2(5) = 23, p <
.05) it was violated. Therefore, degrees of freedom were
corrected for the latter three using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates
of sphericity (ε = .80, ε = .84, and ε = .71).

This paper has described and analyzed the results of a
preliminary experiment to measure the effect of FPS sound and
music on player valence and arousal and to detect any possible
correlations between measurable valence and arousal features
and self- reported subjective experience.
There are two important and related results. Firstly, the data
gathered from the subjective questionnaires (see Table 1) shows
a significant statistical difference between the four modalities
over the GEQ components. This is particularly the case with
Flow and Immersion, the results of which show higher scores
when diegetic sound is present than when it is not. Prima facie,
this would indicate that diegetic sound does indeed have an
immersive effect in the case of FPS games. Music also appears
to increase immersion, while reducing tension and negative
affect, at the expense of a reduction in the experience of flow
within gameplay.

Statistical significance was achieved for all components
(Immersion: F(3, 105) =8.20, p < .001), Competence: F(3, 105)
= 4.49 , p < .01), Negative Affect: F(3, 105) = 9.75 , p < .001),
Flow: F(3, 105) = 9.42 , p < .001), Tension: F(2.39, 83.73) =
7.85 , p < .001), Positive Affect: F(2.52, 88.21) = 6.18 , p < .01),
and Challenge: F(2.14, 74.78) = 5.17 , p < .01)). These results
show that the subjective game experience measured with the
GEQ was significantly affected by the different sound
modalities.

Secondly, the psychophysiological data do not support the
subjective results, but are instead both inconclusive and lacking
statistical significance (see Table 2). If we maintain the
assumption that physiological evidence, in these circumstances,
can be used to confirm the subjective evidence, then there are
several potential explanations for the lack of correlation between
the two result sets. Further analysis and experimentation will be
required to explain this disparity. Some initial possible
explanations (assuming a valid experiment design and
implementation) include:

Table 2 shows a comparison of the normalized physiological
responses. Negatively valenced arousal would be indexed by
increased GSR and corrugator supercilii activity (with decreased
zygomaticus major and orbicularis oculi activity). [29] This is
not the case for any of the accumulated measurements shown.
The only notable decrease of orbicularis oculi and zygomaticus
major activity is shown under the no sound condition. However,
corrugator supercilii activity is also decreased and galvanic skin
response is somewhat consistent across conditions.
Physiological
Response

Sound &
Music

Diegetic
Sound Only

Nondiegetic
Music Only

No Sound or
Music

Orbicularis
oculi (ln[µV])
Corrugator
supercilii
(ln[µV])
Zygomaticus
major (ln[µV])
Galvanic skin
response
(log[µS])

1.85 (0.37)

1.85 (0.37)

1.86 (0.42)

1.79 (0.31)

1.94 (0.25)

1.90 (0.27)

1.95 (0.33)

1.89 (0.26)

1.98 (0.40)

2.00 (0.38)

2.00 (0.43)

1.94 (0.35)

0.72 (0.18)

0.73 (0.17)

0.70 (0.18)

0.72 (0.17)

Table 2: Means (and standard deviations) for the corrected
physiological measurements (EMG and GSR) under the
different modalities3
Accordingly, Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of
sphericity had been violated for orbicularis oculi EMG means
3

N = 29 (after data reduction).
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1.

The GEQ incorporates distortions derived from the
retrospective
“storytelling”
context
of
the
questionnaire.

2.

The physiological data, gathered over 10 minutes of
play, contains too much noise to produce a significant
result. It must be noted that the data analyzed here was
accumulated over one game session and even after
inspection of histograms and logarithmic correction
not all measurements were perfectly normally
distributed. Even though a non-parametric statistical
analysis or a range correction of physiological
responses could be conducted, it is unlikely that this
will show significant effects over the 10 minute
timescale used. Connecting physiological response
data to game events using more precise phasic
measurements, as described in Nacke et al., [30] could
yield more insight into the emotional effects of sound.
This level of detail can be achieved but it would need
an additional method for recording subjective

responses at the same event level precision to be
correlated with.
3.

The subjectively reported experience is a function of
the modulation of emotions within a smaller time
scale than that used in the analysis of
psychophysiological data. This means that the
emotional net effect may be the same, but the details
of emotional dynamics produce different subjective
experiences as reported by the GEQ. As analogy: a
flat sea and a sea with big waves may have the same
mean level, but one makes for much better surfing
than the other. This might be detectable by derived
measures form the current data set.

4.

The subjectively reported results are not measurable
using our equipment and methods. In particular, the
source of the GEQ components reported in Table 1
may have a different psychological explanation than
that captured by the arousal/valence model of
emotion. This consideration raises the need for more
thorough ongoing conceptual investigations of terms
such as immersion, presence, flow, challenge and fun
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These questions must be addressed by ongoing research. To our
surprise, our research contradicts the results presented by
Shilling et al. [18], who indicated a strong correlation between
sounds and physiologically elicited emotions. Unfortunately,
Shilling et al. did not report direct values of their measures that
would allow a direct comparison. It remains for more thorough
future analysis to find greater scientific evidence for a
relationship between sound and psychophysiological measures.
Our future aim is to investigate this within our research.
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